
Archaeological zone of Calakmul and Balamkú From

$4,105
Minimum 2 person to reserve
Operates every day / Shared service tour
Departure from San Francisco de Campeche

We will go to your hotel in the city of San Francisco de Campeche to start our tour, we will visit Calakmul a pre-Hispanic
Mayan archaeological site, which is located in the biosphere of the same name, it is a spectacular natural setting of more than
1,000,000 hectares of extension, which the make it the second largest protected natural area in Mexico.
Continuing with the tour we will visit Balamkú, the Petén-style archaeological zone is within the jungle area where you can
enjoy nature while traveling, it consists of two squares, where the frieze that crowned a palace called House of the Four Kings
was found, in reference to the four characters that appear in it. At the end we will transfer to the hotel.

* I declare that I have read and accept the general conditions of the service. Read here

TERMS
If you cancel 8 days or more to the start date of your tour you will have a cancellation fee of 10% of the total amount of the
reserved tours.
If you cancel less than 8 days prior to the date of the tour, the charge will be for the full amount of the tour or contracted
Tours.
Being a prepaid rate, when confirming and book your tour, the total charge to your credit or debit card will be made through
PayPal.

https://www.syctravel.com/general-conditions-of-service


SERVICES
The tour operator will pick you up at your hotel, as it is a shared service, there may be minute variations in the pick up times,
depending on traffic and weather conditions.

Departure time: 05:00 hrs
Tour duration: 15 hrs
Days of operation: every day

It includes:

* Ground transportation
* Tickets to the places
* Box Lunch
* Meal
* Waters
* Guide
* Travel insurance on board the unit

Not include:

* Drinks
* Tips

Recommendations:

Comfortable clothes and shoes, hat or cap, sunglasses, camera, sunscreen.
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